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ABSTRACT 
In a recent paper on the theory of Euclidean distance matrices, Gower derived an 
inequality which characterizes such matrices and challenged his readers to provide a 
direct proof of this result. The present paper represents the author’s response to that 
challenge. 
- 
1. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN THEOREMS 
In this paper we will establish the following results which have applica- 
tions in the context of Euclidean distance matrices [3-51: 
THEOREM 1. Let D be an n x n nonsingular symmetric matrix, and let e 
und g be n x 1 matrices such that 
C=Di-eg’+ge’ (1) 
is positive semidefinite. Then 
A = D + a’ee’+ a--2gg’ (2) 
is positive definite for all positive values of a2 if C is positive definite, and 
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positive definite for all positive values of a2 except 
a2 = 
- (1 + e’D-‘g ) - g’D- ‘g 
e’D-‘e = 1+ e’D-‘g (3) 
if C is positive semidefinite. 
THEOREM 2. Let D be an n x n nonsingular symmetric matrix, and let e 
and g be n x 1 matrices such that A is positive definite for some positive 
value of a2. Then C is positive semidefinite iff 
(e’D-‘e)(g’D-‘g) - (l+e’P’g)’ 2 ho 
’ (l+a2e’D-‘e)(l+a-‘g’D-‘g) - (e’D-‘g) 
(4) 
COROLLARY 1. Let D be an n x n nonsingular symmetric matrix, and let 
e and g be n x 1 matrices such thut e’D- ‘e is nonzero and A is positive 
definite for all sufficiently large values of a’. Then C is positive semidefinite 
iff 
g’D- ‘g < 
(l+ e’De1g)2 
e’D-‘e ’ 
THEOREM 3. Let D be an n X n nonsingular matrix, and let e and g be 





> 0. (7) 
The Corollary to Theorem 2 is due to Farebrother [l] when D is a 
positive definite matrix, and to Gower [3] when D is a Euclidean distance 
matrix. Theorem 3 was suggested as an analogue of the Cauchy-Schwartz 
inequality (29) by one of the referees of this paper. 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let f=ae, h=a-‘g,and k=f-h.Then 
A=C+kk’ (8) 
is pd if C is pd, and psd if C is psd. Further, A is strictly psd when C is psd 
iff there is an n x 1 nonzero matrix u such that Au = 0 and u’Av = 0, that is, 
such that k’v = 0 and Cv = 0, or 
and 
a’e’v - g’u = 0 (9) 
Dv + ge’v + eg’v = 0. (10) 
But D is nonsingular, so that (10) may be rewritten as 
u + D- ‘ge’u + D-‘eg’v = 0, (11) 
whence 
and 
e’v + e’D-‘ge’u + e’D-‘eg’u = 0 (12) 
g’v + g’D-‘ge’v + g’D-‘eg’v = 0. (13) 
Now [from (Q)] e’u = 0 implies that g’u = 0, and both imply that o = 0 [from 
(ll)], contrary to our assumption that v # 0. Thus e’v # 0, and a2 is given 
by 
a2 = g’v/e’v, 04) 
where the ratio g’o/e’u may be obtained either from Equation (12) or from 
Equation (13). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. Note however that Equation (3) 
places three restrictions on the values of a, e, and g: 
(e’D-le)( g’D-‘g ) = (1 + e’D-‘g )‘, 
1+ a2e’D-‘e = - e’D-‘g, 
05) 
(16) 
1+ a-‘g’D-‘g = - e’D-‘g, (17) 
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and that these constraints imply that the numerator and denominator of the 
expression on the left of Equation (4) are both zero. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 AND C@ROLLARY 1 
In the notation established in the previous section we have 
A=D+j--+hh’ 
and 
C = A - kk’. 
Further, C is psd iff G = A - “‘CA -i” is psd, and G is psd iff 
08) 
09) 
k’A-‘k < 1. (20) 
Now A = D + FF’ and k = FL, where F = [f h] and I’= [l - 11, so that 
Equation (19) is satisfied iff 
dF’[D-‘-D-‘F(Z+F’D-‘F)-‘F’D-‘IF&l, (21) 
I’F’D-~F(Z + F’D-‘F) % < 1. (22) 
Let p = f’D’f, 9 = flD-‘h, and r = h’D-‘h. Then Equation (22) may 
be rewritten as 
(23) 
and Equation (23) is satisfied iff 
(P-Q)(l+Q+r)-(q-r)(l+p+q) ~1 
(l+p)(l+r)-92 ’ (24) 
that is, if 
v- (1+9)2 
(l+p)(l+r)-9aG0, (25) 
which is identical to Equation (4). 
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Further, if a2 is sufficiently large and e’D- ‘e is nonzero, then the sign of 
the denominator of Equation (4) will be the same as the sign of e’D-‘e and 
Equation (4) may be replaced by Equation (5). 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Let m = e’D-‘g/e’D-‘e and z = D-‘(g - me). Then e’z = 0, z’Cz = 
z’Dz, and z’Cz > 0, so that 
z’Dz=g’D-‘g- 
(g’D-‘e)’ , o 
e!D-le ’ * (26) 
Similarly, e’D-‘CD-‘e 2 0, so that 
e/D-‘e +2e’D-‘ee’D-‘g 2 0, (27) 
and Equation (7) follows. 
5. APPLICATIONS TO POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRICES 
If D is positive definite, then e’D-‘e is positive and A is positive definite 
for all values of a2 > 0. Thus the conditions of Corollary 1 are satisfied and C 
is positive semidefinite iff 
(e’D-b)( g’D-‘g) G (1+ e’Dp1g)2. (28) 
This result is to be compared with the more familiar Cauchy-Schwartz 
inequality 
(e’Dp1g)2 6 (e’D-‘e)(g’D-‘g), (29) 
which applies for all values of e and g if D is positive definite. 
6. APPLICATIONS TO EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE MATRICES 
Let D be an n X n symmetric matrix with zeros on its diagonal and 
nonpositive elements elsewhere, and let e be an n x 1 matrix of ones. Then D 
is said to be a Euclidean distance matrix iff it is possible to find an n x 1 
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matrix g with nonnegative elements such that 
C=D+eg’+ge’ (30) 
is positive semidefinite. 
Applying Theorem 1 in this context, we find that A is a positive definite 
matrix for all sufficiently large values of u2. Further, Gower [3] has shown 
that e’D- ‘e is negative, so that the conditions of Corollary 1 and Theorem 3 
are satisfied, and we deduce that D is a nonsingular Euclidean distance 
matrix only if 
(e’D-‘e)( g’D-‘g ) > (1 + e’D-1g)2, 




1 +2e’De1g < 0 (33) 
for some nonnegative matrix g. 
Finally, I should like to take this opportunity to advise readers of a recent 
paper [2] that there is a close relationship between the solution of the BLUS 
optimization problem [2, p. 2611 and that of the orthogonal Procrustes 
optimization problem [4, p. 7621. 
Z am indebted to both referees of this paper for considerable help in the 
preparation of this final version. 
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